• L is proportional to (N μ+ N μ-)/ε N , so a lower normalized emittance requires fewer muons to achieve a given L
• As muon-collider designs evolve, there is an increasing focus on high-luminosity designs that feature lower beam emittances and fewer muons, on the order of 10 11 per bunch PIC: Technical Issues • New, advanced designs for muon colliders feature ionization cooling, high-pressure RF cavities, and helical cooling channels to provide very fast muon beam cooling
• Unfortunately, ionization cooling as it is currently envisioned is limited at an equilibrium value and will not cool transverse beam sizes sufficiently well to provide high luminosity without high muon intensities
• PIC is a new method to provide much smaller transverse beam emittances IC Reaches an Equilibrium
• The equation describing the rate of cooling is a balance between cooling (first term) and heating (second term):
• Here ε n is the normalized emittance, E µ is the muon energy in GeV, dE µ /ds and X 0 are the energy loss and radiation length of the absorber medium, β ⊥ is the transverse beta-function of the magnetic channel, and β is the particle velocity. • Similar to ½-integer slow beam extraction • Weak lenses every half period drive a parametric resonance, and the elliptical phase space motion becomes hyperbolic • Use xx'=const to reduce x, increase x' • Use IC to reduce x' Detuning issues being addressed (chromatic and spherical aberrations, space-charge tune spread). Simulations underway.
REMEX: Motivation
• The muon beam is cooled at a few hundred MeV/c, and it is then accelerated to the TeV/c range for an energy frontier collider.
• Consequently, the relative momentum spread Δp/p is greatly reduced during this acceleration process, and in fact it becomes smaller than is required for a collider • The longitudinal emittance grows, but it remains low enough for a muon collider Further Development of REMEX
• Optimization of REMEX (continued)
• BUNCH COALESCING follows two stages of REMEX: the beam is accelerated to about 20 GeV, to achieve smaller Δp/p and longer muon lifetime. 6 to 15 bunches in a batch are then kicked into a special ring for coalescing into one intense bunch of short time but large momentum spread. This newly-formed bunch is then extracted for further acceleration.
• Optimization issues will be hot topics at the upcoming LEMC Workshop on February 12-16, 2007. e.g.
• use of different RF frequencies to let the bunches get longer either before or during the acceleration stages of REMEX
• Forming and cooling bunches suitable for coalescing Muon 2007 Cooling Channel Studies 
Results of Simulations of Detuned Lattice
Care must be taken in using G4Beamline to simulate channels designed with OptiM:
• Lumped linear elements (transfer matrices) vs. "real" objects
• Accurate injection is required to avoid beam loss • Linear optics must be understood before adding absorbers
• The effects of fringe fields and end fields must be understood. The Detuned Lattice was too compact, and only small-aperture solenoids could be simulated successfully, because of end-field issues.
• Next: try simulations of more "spread out" channel, where elements are spaced further apart and interact less. Then more realistic solenoid apertures may be used. • From beamline and spectrometer design, it is known that two of the most important tensor elements (out of a total of 216 elements) are T 126 and T 122
Simulations of a Spread-Out
Chromatic Aberrations
• T 126 is a chromatic aberration, which depends on the initial value of v 6 = δ
• In a ring, this tensor element is the chromaticity, and it is usually corrected using carefully placed sextupole magnets Geometric Aberrations x -y
x -x' y -y'
